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open economy models current account need not be balanced anj

also capital flows may occur. Thus all stocks, such as real

private wealth, domestic money stock, foreign regerves, stock

of physical capital and the amount of securities are changing

through time. Blinder and Solow interpreted the ~sual IS - L&

equilibrium as a momentaryor instantaneous equilibrium, and

defined a long-run equilibrium as a state where all stoc~s
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remain eons tants and which at the same time is also a short

run equilibrium. The model now formed a group of differential

equations with respect to stocks and their rates of change.

Blinder and Solow then studied the stability of the system

and the long-run effects of an increase in public expenditures

financed either by printing money or by issuing bonds.

Of the many followers of Blinder and Solow we may mention

Branson (1976), Tobin & Buiter (1976) and Turnovsky (1977),

which eontains several articles of this area.

The model is built and presentcd in chapter 2. Some general

problems connected with theoretical intermediate- and long

run analys is are äiscussed in chapter 3. The exercis e in

chapter 4 reRembles in method elosely tnat of Turnovsky

(1977, ch. 7). The model is respecified in per-unit-of

c~~ital form. We do not, however, study the already widely

examined differences between bond-financing and money

financing of the government's deficit, but instead foeus on

the dynamic effects resulting from the openness of the

eeonomy.

Throughout we assume that there are no binding supply eonstraints

on the goods ffiarket and that the exchange rates are held fixed.

The term "intermediate-run" refers here to states where all

real ~uantities grow at the same rate as the capital stock,

described more elosely in chapter 4, and "long-runn refers to

statea where all stocka remain unchanged.

3

2. The model

2.1. Sectors and markets

The world we consider consists of four sectors: households,

firms and the goverr~ent, which form the home country, and

the rest of the world, which is the fourth sector. There

exists no private banking sector in the home country. The

rest of the world is large enough to be unaffected by

domestic activities.

Households earn labour and capital income and usa it by

consuming, paying taxes or saving. The savings are held in

domestic bonds or in money.

Firms produce the total output of the economy and use their

income to pay wages and to pay interests on oneir outstanding

bonds and divide the rest to their shareholders. Firma finanee

and refinance their investment by issuing bonds in the home

country and in the rest of the world. The latter bonds ara

nomina ted in foreign currency and their interest rate is

equal to the foreign interest rate. If bonds issues exceed

investment, the difference is distributed to shareholdere

and goes to the households.

The government finances its expenditures by taxes, by printing

money or by issuing bonds in the home country. The rest of the

world trades with the home country and buys part of the hOffi8

country's firma' bonds.
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The exchange rates are assumed fixed throughout and all

income and wealth variables are expressed in domestic currency.

Table 1. Sectoral budget constra1nto

Sectors ~"~?,,,•• clnu$ expenditures and changee in assets equ&la zero

IncoQe rrom Inte~e8 Taxa8
i product1on !lows and Bonde Idoney

!;:.t>nst>.

Householde yh Bn/l' -U/F - C B/1' + E/F H/F + Z/F • O

Firma Y _ yh_F~r - I -(E + 1)/1' 2 O

Governmant -Bn;P Ur- - G -B/1' -H/F • O

The rest of s].{ Frirl' - I P/F -1,/1' • O
the world

Total Y+6l1.-l!'n"l' I FnYp O - O+I+~+I: O O • O

5

The decision-units opera te in three markets. There are twc

markets fax assets and one for goods. Labour market is

;.gnored. Asset markets are for bands and for money. The

number of firms' equities is assumed to be held fixed, they

ere not traded and they henceforth nowhere enter cur snslysis.

The formulation of asset ma~kets follows that of Tobin (1969).

The demand for any asset depends on the expected real yielcs

of all assets and also on income and wealth positions of tha

wealth-owners. All bands and money are assamed to be hela by

the households. If we denote households' demand for money by

J, we can describe asset markets by the following e~uaticns.

The signs of partiaI derivatives are expressed above the

functions.

lio tations •

y - real output

C o real cansUQption

I ~ real 1nv9stment

G _ real goverr~ent expend1tur~

X = real exports

BU • real i~portB in domeotl0

currenc1

8 - ratio of the price level of

~o~eibn gaods measured in

domdst1c currency to the

domcstic price level.

p • domest1c prico level

yh • housoholds real inco~e from tl~~

Il ~ "o:o.1nal tQ%.~

B a nominal stock of government bonde

l • nominal etock of firma! bond~ h.l~

in the rest of the ~orld. in domea~+o

curra~c)'

E = ncminal stock of firma' bonds hel~

by home country'a householda

B ~ domest1c component ot the nominal

money atock

Z & foreign reserves in domestic curren~f

n ~ domestic nominal rate ot ln~eraa~

.~~ foreign nomina+ .ate of intere~~

~ dot abova a ~tock variable mean~ a
4erivat~y~ W~t~ rea~eo~ tQ ~~••

+ - - +
(1) Money J(yd ,n-1f, tf, V) = H/P ... Z/P

(2) Bonds dV - J(Y ,n-1f,", V) = B/P + E/P

(3) Households' V = (H + Z + B + E)/P

weelth

In the demand for money -equation tf denotes expected rate of

inflation and yd denotes households' disposable income:

(4) yd = yh + Bn/P _ U/P

The gooda market is described by the equation of aemand

determi~ed output:



Output and imports are used for consumption, investment,

exports and public expenditure. The equation is conventionbl

and needs little further comments. Imports function is very

simple. Onc can rationalize it by assuming that imports

consist of raw materials, which are used in the production

of domestic goods and which as raw materials can be substi

tuted by domestic goods. Exports depend on relative prices s

and on total real demand in the rest of the world, denoted

by J)-.

(5) y

6

+d + + - - - + +
C(y ,V) + I(y,n-«,~",K)+ X(s,D-)

+ 
sM(Y,s)

7

is, the higher expectat10ns concerning inflation are and the

faster import prices are rising.

To close the model we need to spesify the formation of

expectations, the government's policy and the firma' bond

issue policy and in that connection the determi.nati.on of y h •

These questions will be dealt with next.

2.2. Financing and inflation

Next we postulate inflation to be determined by a Phillips

curve including also expectations. Denoting the foreign

price level by p., we express inflation rates by p and p·s

( 6) p Il:: :PIP , p. = p"lP"

+- + +
(7) p a A(Y/Y,rt,p"')

Equation (7) tells us that inflation is assumed to be the

faster the higher domestic real output relative to capacity

The simple fact that i~lation changes the real values of

all nominal debts has important consequences both in reality

and in models like the one we are building here. The effects

can be, and probably are, smaller when inflation is anticipated

than when it is not, but in both csses there are sffeets.

Consider for example a firm that has, since its birth at time

zero, financed its investment by issuing bonds with fixed

nominal value. That is, at every moment t,

•

(8) ItPt = At

where At is the no~nal stock of bonds. At time T the firm's

capital stock and the real value of its debt are related in

the following way:



(9) KT

T
r

JItdt
o

8

T
r
I •j (At/P t ) dt

9

The problem of achieving and caintaining a desired real debt

stock with nOffiinal debt instruments is of ~ourse not limited

Using integration by partsl), the right-hand term can be

manipulated:

to firms. The government, e.g., cannot have and maintain a

desired real debt stock unIess it knows the rate of inflation!)

T

~ 10) !(Åt/Pt)dt
o

or
/

/ At/pt
o T

= /At/Pt
D

T

- fAt ( 1iI? t )dt
o T

+ j(At/Pt)Ptdt
o

For analytical convenience we wish to have a situation where

the firms' real debt equals the capital stock. Othervlise the

dynamics of the model would become too complicated. So we

assume henceiorth that

and, returning to earlier notations, that

where p

(11) KT

P/P. Assuming that KO

T

AT/PT + j(At/pt)Ptdt
o

AO = O, we get

(13)'rf p

That is, the capital stock exceeds the real value of debt

by the emount of cumulated inflation gains from the real

value of debt.

If the firm knows the rate of inflation, p , and wants to

have a stock of debt whoso real value equals the capital

stock, it can achieve this by following'the rule (12):

(14) I

and

(15) K

E/P + F/p -(E/P + F/P)p

E/P + F/P

(12) Åt = ItPt + Atpt

We also assume that firms do not accumulate c~s~ balances,

so that the excess of receipts from bond iss~es over invest

ment is distributed to households. Thus the term yh beccmes

If the rate of inflation is unknown, there is no way the

firm can quarantee that the real dabt equals the capital stock. (16) yh y - Fn/P + Kp

b b

1) Iuv'dX = luv
a. a.

b

JU'VdX
4.

1) Turnovsky (1977, Ch. 7) fsils to stress this when he

considers imperfectly anticipated inflation and at the same

time spasifies policies which require inflation to be known.
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We also assume that firms have a desired distribution of

11

Changes in F atteet the volume of foreign reserves Z. We

define an auxiliary variable Q to be the differenee between

Z and F:

finance between domestic and foreign debt. The desired ratio

of domestic bands to capital stock is postulated to vary

inversely with domestic real interest rate and positively

with foreign real interest rate. Thus we spesify

(17) E/P
- +

e (n-f(, ~-t1)K F/P
+

f( n-Jt, n"-1f) K e + f

Y, n and p inta the seetoraI budget constraints in Table 1

and specifying the way the budget deficit is financed would

result in a system differential equations that describes

the time-path of the economy. The properties of this

dynamie system are the cancern of intermediate- or long-run

analysis. Before actually proeeeding the analysis we diseuss

same more general problems conneeted with it.

(18)Q=Z-J'

Changes in foreign reser/es can now be separated into twO

parts: changes in Q come from the current account and

changes in F come from firms' bond issues in the rest of

the world.

After replacing equations (13) - (18) to equations (1) - (5)

and (7) and notieing that there is only one independent

equation in the pai~ (1) and (2) when the stocks are held

eonstants, we have five independent equations left. These

can further be eondensed inta taree, for example (1), (5)

and (7), and solved for Y, n and p given Q, H, B, K, B,Tt,

? and all starred variables~ and given also the policy

variables G and U/P. Replacing the equilibrium values of
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3. Some problems with theoretieal intermediate- and long-runa

There are several problems eonnected with theoretical analysis

of "interIllediate" or "long" runs or " s tationary states" •

They may be elassified at least to four categories: exiatence,

stability, meaningfulness and analytical manageability.

Existenee: These problems may arise for several reasons.

models that are originally speeified for short-run analysis

need not have any long-run solutions. For instance, the long

run may imply more l'estrictions (equations) than there are

en~ogenous variables in the system. Or the equations may

be eontradictionary in the sense that no long-run equilibrium

is possible. As an example of the latter ease, consider a

fixed-priee model where exports are exogenous and no inter

national capital flows take plac~. The long-run requirement

that current account must be balanced is then

(19) X - sM(Y) = O

If we at the same time iollow Tobin and Buiter (1976) and

define as a fiscal policy variable G' = G + (1-u)Bn, that is,

government expenditure plus debt interest net of taxes on

such interest (u is the tax rate), the governmentfs budget

balance requirement is given'by

(20) uY - G' = O

13

Only byehanee can both (19) and (20) be fulfilled.

The €xistence of the long-run equilibrium Illay also depend

crucially on same minor point in model specification. For

example, Turnovsky has noted that the existence of wealth

effects on consumption is necessary for Blinder's and

Solow's long-run equilibrium.

Stability: Given that a long-run equilibriure exists, tce

economy is not mcving towards it unless the dynamio system

is ctable. many authors ctress that there is no quaran~ee

that the world is stable, so that the "eorrespondence

principIe" should not be used. Unfortur.ately formal stability

analysis tends to become very complex even in rather small

and simple systems, and results may ehange r.otably from

minor ehanges in model specifieation.

Meaningfulness: The concept of long-run equilibrium used

e.g. in Blinder and Solow (1973), Tobin and Buiter (1976)

and Branson (1976), namely that all stoek8 must be constsnts,

is not very interesting, beeause it means that saving and

net investment must cease. We shall late~ use a somewhet

more satisfying definition of a lone-run equilibri~, o~ly

it is called intermediate-run equilibrium, naIllely that all

income and wealth variables, measured in real terms, grow

at the same rate as' the capital stock. This definition too

has meny unappealing features. ~entral role is given to the
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capital ~tock which, from an empirical point of view, is

perhaps the most ur~eliable variable of all. Alsa, lliany

functions must be homogeneous of degree one, which restrict

their generality.

Another dissatisfying feature of many long-run analysis is

the central position of the government's budget constraint.

As Fischer (1976) has noted, most of the results of Tobin

and Buiter are due to the power of this budget constraint.

If the constraint is similar to (20), the long-run multiplier

dY/dG' is 1/u irrespective of the rest of the model, and only

stability of the system need be considered. Thus the specified

exogeneity of G' and u turn out to be crucial to the results.

Analytical manegeability: As noted earlier, stability consi

derations became very complex when the number of dynamie

variables increases. To study the stability of systems of

four differential equations is usually impossible (without

numerical methods). Allowing, for example, inflation to be

imperfectly anticipated in the model developed in chapter 2,

as it certainly is in reality, would yield a system of at

least five differential equations and its stability analysis

would be quite impossible.

In what fellows we have tried to pay attention to same of

the difficulties mentianed above. An intermediate-run solution

exists and is eharacterized by a coemon rate ef growth of all

real income and wealth variables. The role of the government.'s

15

budget constraint is reduced by balancing the budget mainly

by taxes; this also simplify the dynamics. In fact the system

we have specified, especially the connection betweer. the

capital stock and the real value of firms'debt, turns out

not to be extremely complex. But a price must be paid for

that: ass~ptions are rather strong, and particularly that

of perfectly anticipated inflation is restrictive and regrett

able. Still the model hasn't become any.hing like too simple:

very few clear results can be derived.
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4. Fiseal policy effects with balanced budget and perfectly

anticipated inflation

4.1. Respecificatiqn of the model

Since we wish to consider intermediate-runs where saving and

investment do not cease, we use a method similar to Turnovsky

(197/, Ch. 7) who adopted it from a work by Sargent. We

express all income and wealth variables in per-unit-of-

17

In per-unit-of-capital form the government's budget constraint

becomes

(24) u - g - bn + (i+~)(b+h) + b + h = O

Following Turnovsky, we define a neutral debt policy aG one

in which b and h are zero, so that the real debt grows at

the s~e rate as the capital stock. We assume that the budget

is balanced by taxes, so that

,
capital form. To be- able to do this, we must assume that

all functions thus far specified are homogeneous of degree

(25) u g + bn - (i+p)(b+h)

one in income and wealth variables. We use small letters to

denote the new scaled variables.

Households' real disposable income in per-unit-of-capital

form now becomes

so that it varies positively with real output and inflaoion

and negatively with real domestic interest rate (via functions

f and i)~snd public expenditures.

(21) Y = Y/K , c = C/K , i = I/K , g = G/K , x = X/K, d* .. D*/K

m = Iii/K, yh= yh/K , yd= yd/K , j = J/K, v = V/K

b = B/KF , h = H/KF , z = Z/KF , q = Q/KF , 'u = U/KF

Notice that from (17) also e = E/KF and f = ~/KP. Before

(26) yd y - fnAT p - g + (i+p)(b+h)

presenting the model we make two notationai simplifications.

First, we rewrite the Phillips curve because of the assumption

of perfectly anticipated inflation:

The equations describing the instantaneous equilibrium can

now be expressed as

Second, we use r and r- as symbols of real interest rates:

(22) p

(23) r

+ +
a(y,p*)

n - p , r lJl = n- _ p

(27) y - c(yd,v) - i(y,r,r~) - x(s,d~) + sm(y,s) - g = O

(28) j(yd,r,p,v) - h - q - f(r,r-) = O

(29) v - j(yd,r,p,v) - b - (1-f(r,r~)} = O

(30) v = 1 + h + q + b

(31) p - a(y,p-) = O
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Replacing (26) and (30) into the rest of e~uations and noticing

that there is only one independent equation in (28) and (29),

we are left with three independent equations. We use them to

give the instantaneous equilibrium values of y, r and p,

given all other variables.

19

4.2. Instantaneous e~uilibrium

We now turn to study how the instantaneous equilibrium changea

when ~, s and g change. We mentioned above that the instantan

eous e~uilibrium itself determines how ~ and schange whereas

g is a policy variable. Taking total differentials of equations

(27), (28) and (31) we get

d d d d
, - Cy~ - i,. + .my -Cy~ - 1r

Notice that the scaling of variables into per-unit-of-capital

form does not alter any interpretations with the short-run

analys is , because there all stocks are held constants.

Scalj.ng becomes important only when time passes: the constancy

of scaled exogenous real income and wealth variables, g and
~d ,,~~r example, means that at every moment they must grow

at the rate i, which is the rate of growth of the capital

j~yay

-y

d d-cyåt- + 1r•

d d
jy~ + ;jr - fr . jy~ + jp + fr-

o

dy l
dr I

L " J
stock. Comparative-static analysis deals with the levels of

the scaleå variables, whereas the growth aspect is inherent

in the per-ur!it-of-capital specification.

Because of the assumptions cuncerning budget balancing,

anticipated inflation and firms' bond issue policy, there are

only two variables whose dynamics must be examined, namely

q, the differellce between real foreign reserves and firms'

foreign real debt, and s, the ratio of foreign goods' price

level measured in domestic currency to domestic goods' price

level. Notice that when q's evolution is found, all items

forming the money ~upply are known; f ia determined

by the real interest rates and h by the budget.

, - c :I:.-sme,,-m °T r'.. ,.

j,. o , - jT da I (32)

O q O l"j

The sign pattern of the determinant is rather clear:

+ +

+ - (-)

o +
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The sign in brackets is minus provided t ~ :lation reduces

21

the demand for money more than the increase in households'

real disposable income caused by inflation increases th~

demand for money; also the term fr- is negative confirming

the sign.

The signa of effects on domestic real interest rate are all

unclear. Rather surprisingly, even the effect of an increase

in ~, which is an incresse in real money supply, on the real

interest rate is ambiguous. If one assumes that the wealth

Expanding wixh respect to the lowest row gives the determinant

(33) D -ayD31 + D33

effects on ccnsumption are negligible, domestic real interest
d

rate will fall if the term 1-cyg; -iy+sIDy ' which is the

inverse of the almost simple multiplier, exceeds the term
d

-ay(-cyg~ +ir ·) , which describes the effect that an iDcrease

in real output has through inflation on real domestic de~and.

Both D3i and D
33

are negative. The sign of D ia unclear

becauae of -ay. D31 consiats inflation and real intereat

terms and D33 consists output and real interest terms. We

assume that the latter outweigh the former so that D is

negative, but the reader may well feel uneasyness about this

point.

Under this assumption increases in g and q increase both y

Real output,_inflation and real interest rate can now be

expressed as functions of g, s and q:

+ ? +
(34) y = y(g,a,qJ

+ ? +
(35) p = p(g,s,q)

? ? ?

(36) r = r(g,~,ci)

and p which are familiar results. The effects of an increase

4.3. Stability

The dynamics of the system can be described by the following

pair of differential equations.

in s on real output and inflation depends on the term

X s - SIDS + ID , which expresses the direct effect of an

increase in foreign prices relative to domestic prices on

the balance of trade. If an increase in foreign prices makes

the trade oalance better both y and p will increase, and if

the trade balance gets worse both y and p will decrease.

Notice that teis term does not incl~de the effect on the

trade balance of the change in y caused by a change in s.

J~ = x(s)

(37)L~ = s(P*

s~(y,s) - f(r,~)u

- p)
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Current aceount ehaLges q and the differenee of inflation

rates changes s. Stability of (37), with a given g, depends

on the traee and determinant of (38):

23

4.4. Balaneed budget multipliers in the intermediate-run

r-smyYq -frrqr!'+fr"Pqn*

(38) I

l -SPq

xs_ams_m_mYYs-frrsn«+fr*psnl

(P* - p) - sps

The intermediate-run equilibrium is deseribed by the following

equations.

,r.
(39) ': =0la = o

Replaeing (39) into (37) and differentiating, we can study

the efieets of an increase in g on the intermediate-run

equilibrium values of q and s and through them on y, p and r.

small, the determinant is positivp. when the system is stable

and negative otherwise. In a stable case an inerease in g

The determinant of (40) is roughly the same as that of (38).

So, assuming that the difference between inflation rates is

(40) I(mr. • frr.n*- fro'ö"*)·g[
==

Pgdg
....

Eeeessary and sufficient eonditions for atability are that

the trace of (38) is negative and that the determinant ,is

positive.

Let ua firat ass~e that firms' borrowing from abroad is not

sensitive on real interest rates, that is, let's drop all

terms ineluding ff and fr~ out. Then the traee eondition is

met provided that the foreign rate of inflation does not

exeeed domestie rate of inflation too mueh. Then the

determinant requirement depends erucially on the term

Xs - sms + m - IDyYs ' which describes the total short-run

effeet of an increase in s on the trade balance. If this

effect is positive, the determi~ant will also be positive.

If the effect is negative, instability is possible.

-smyYq ~f~rqr.r+fr*Pqn" ,

- Pq

f «~ *J
xa-sms-m-myys- rrsn +·r*psn

Ps

( IJ ••..oq

: I
I ds I
'-

If the firms' borrowing from abroad 1s very sensitive to

real interest rates the pieture geta foggy and nothing mueh

can be said about stability.

decreases q while the etteet ou s is affibiguous.
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The effects of increasing g on output, inflation and real

interest rate in the intermediate-run can now be expressed

25

5. Conclusions

using e~l~ations (34) - (36). A balanced-budget increase in

g increases y and p directly but decrease them through a

decrease in ~, while the effects through s are ambiguous.

The total effect on y, given by (41),

(41) dy Ygdg + Ys~:dg + yq~dg

Some important and interesting questions concerning theoretical

intermediate- or long-run analysis in general were discussed

in this paper. Imperfectly anticipated inflation ~as some

apparent and important consequences which, I think, cannot

be dodged in a more serious study. The real values of nomina~

quantities change, and if economic decision-units set targets

to these real values, these targets cannot usually be met,
is thus ambiguous as is also the total effect on p. The sign

of the effect on r is of course also tu~nown, because even

the short-run effects remained unclear.

Finally, we may notice that the assumption we have lmplicitly

made in the intermediate-run analysis, that d* is constant,

means that the total real demand in the rest of the world

grows at the same rate as all domestic real variables. That

is, our small economy cannot have a steady growth rate that

differs from that abroad. An alternative is to relate exports

to the domestic capital stock (it needs be related to some

iIlcome or wealth variable, otherwise the homogeneity

assuruption would not be fulfilled). This could be given an

interpretation that our economy produces and exports a

differentiated product, whose demand depends on relative

prices and on domestic technology but not on world's total

damand. In that case the growth rates may also differ.

and the decision-units m~st adjust their behaviour corres-

pondingly. To theoretical routine exercises, like chose in

chapter 4, this also gives rise to severe complications.

Even if perfectly anticipated, inflation implies gaina and

losses which must be absorbed and held in some sectors of

the economy.

Some of the ~uestions discussed in chapter 3, while almost

trivial, are also important whan one tries to campare the

model with reality. For instance, balancing the b~dget

somehow, rather than letting the deficit float freely, seems

a sensible description of the world. Technically this ~~a~E

endogeni~ing more of the variables in the budget cGnstrai~t

and, as shown in chapter 4, does not necessarily complicate

the analysis and in fact csn make it simpler.

The implications of"the respecification of the model in per-

ur~t-of-capital form give rise to some difficultieö in the

interpretation of results. The requirement that in a.~ inter-
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mediate-run equilibrium all real quantiti.es grow at the same

rate is explicitly present almost nowhere in the analysis.

It is a direc" consequence of the respecification and of

the assumptions which made the scaling possible. The approach

still resembles more that of short-run analysis of levels

than that of real long-run analysis, "long-runn here in a

different sense than elsewhere in this article, which fOQUS

directly on growth.
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